What kind of designer do you want to be?

With Echo, as a part of the new IDE bachelor, you explore what kind of designer you want to be. By using self-reflection, creating your own bachelor path and doing positioning activities.

Echo is a concept that aims to let students explore what kind of designer they want to be, their own bachelor path and their design vision. Echo consists of 3 modules a year with assignments in between. An overarching reflection supports positioning, which is stimulated by separating the modules by semesters. Every Echo module consists of reflecting, a positioning activity and a conversation with the design-course coach.

When a study related decision is coming up, the module contains a navigation activity as well. The activities take place inside the studio's, coached by specially selected and trained Echo staff. A paper role is used to document all activities and look back on them.

Echo

A concept for self-reflection, navigation through the new flexible bachelor and professional positioning for IDE students.
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